SALTASH LIBRARY HUB
04.08.22 Agenda library addition for FTC.

Criteria of SCRAPSTORE grant available.
1. Facilitating the use of re-cycled scrap or surplus materials for a creative source for
adults and children to improve their social welfare, mental health and wellbeing.
2. Inspiring individual and group creativity for the public benefit and that of the
environment.
3. To dos in particular by the use and advancement of arts and crafts.
4. To protect and enhance the environment and the use of re-cycled products.
APPLICATION FOR SCRAPSTORE GRANT - IDEA

There is an opportunity to apply for a grant from Scrapstore Saltash. They have to pass
any profits they make back into community projects with a re-cycling theme.
With this in mind I propose to be a little more ambitious as we already do re-cycling
workshops with traditional papers, cards and boards.
To mark the criteria we propose having ‘music’ Saturday morning craft workshops on
Saturday 10th September with Plymouth re-cycle drum outfit ‘Weapons of Sound’.
Two of the drummers will do a morning series of workshops making musical drums out of
re-cycled containers, pipes and anything else to create drums and rhythmic instruments.
These will be played with the Weapons of Sound drummers to inspire music from a
range of waste products and materials, educate re-cycling in a creative and fun
environment (People are closing off to direct messaging).
This also fits into the Library Hub September (Autumn) Environment month.

SALTASH SCRAPSTORE

APPLICATION FOR GRANT

Organisation applying: - Saltash Town Council (Library Hub)
Contact name: - Dave Orton
Contact Address:- Library Hub. Callington Road. Saltash. PL126DX
Tel No:- 01752 844846 opt 6
Email address:- david.orton@saltash.gov.uk
Reason for applying: - To provide a unique session of music workshops to inspire
children and adults and promote re-cycling in a creative and fun manner.
The proposal is to hire re-cycle junk band WEAPONS OF SOUND members who will
provide a Saturday morning of workshops to re-cycle and construct all type of drums,
pipes and objects to make noise, rhythms and music from. They will be played with the
instructors to illustrate the power of re-cycling and inspire towards the art of making
music through the beats and sounds.
We will purchase some objects from Scrapstore Saltash as well as household items etc
Amount of grant required:- £450
List of aims of the organization:To inspire and educate children and adults to re-cycle in fun activities while learning new
creative skills. Promote re-cycling in our September Environment month, which includes
Beach Clean UK (re-cycle beach plastics), Re-cycle Week and Big Green Week.
How do you feel that your application fulfills the aims of Scrapstore?
As described it is a creative idea in itself to impart the key messages laid out by the
Saltash Scrapstore aims. It will also be a marketing opportunity between Scrapstore and
Saltash Town Council to message the key aims as well as being an original event for the
town.
When will the grant be required? - September 10th is the proposed event date.

Signature …………………………………………………

Date ………………………………………………………..

